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IMAGE AT LEFT: 
An artist’s conception 
of Trappist 1, a star 
with potentially earth-
like planets. 
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Topics:  
7 Earthlike planets?  

Report on “The Value of the Moon” 

Upcoming events 

 

...by our own club members 

 



Artistic License: 

Impressions of Trappist 1, a 

system with seven potentially 

habitable planets.  Are any of 

the these really the 

“Goldilocks” planet?  Or have 

we gotten ahead of this story?  

What is the potential for as-

tronomical discovery in this 

system?  Join us at the club 

meeting, and we’ll take a clos-

er look... 



IMAGINE… 

Will we one day have telescopes that can image the planets of a 

world like this, showing more than a point of light?  A new genera-

tion of giant telescopes is bound to give us better views—though not 

exactly at stream-bed level! 

FOR NOW, you can download “Travel Posters” of exoplanets, 

like the image on the next page.  Go to jpl.nasa.gov, and scroll 

down to “EXPLORE”.  Lots of wonderful, free items! 



The aisle seat may have more leg room, but what a view! 



UPCOMING EVENTS FOR MARCH: 
Thursday, March 9 

 “Cold Atom Mission” 

 JPL, Von Karmen Auditorium, 7 pm 

Friday, March 10 

 Santa Monica Astro Club Meeting 

 Wildwood School, 7 pm 

Sunday, March 12 

 Daylight Savings Time begins 

 Spring Forward as 2 am PST → 3 am PDT Sunday morning 

Tuesday, March 14 

 Club Organizational meeting, 7:30 

 Ask one of us for details 

  Day!  Festivities peak just after 1:59 pm.   

  (Don’t expect anything terribly rational.) 

Monday, March 20 

 Spring Begins. 

 Equinox at 3:29 PDT 

Saturday, March 25 

 Oak Canyon Star Party, Agoura Hills 

  Open to the public; telescopes and fun 

  5600 Hollytree Drive, off Kanan Road, north of the 101 fwy 

  818 865 9304, or check the web 

 



FROM THE JPL WEBSITE: 

NASA's Dawn mission has found evidence for organic material on Ceres, a dwarf planet and the largest body in the main 

asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. Scientists using the spacecraft's visible and infrared mapping spectrometer 

(VIR) detected the material in and around a northern-hemisphere crater called Ernutet. Organic molecules are interest-

ing to scientists because they are necessary, though not sufficient, components of life on Earth.  

The discovery adds to the growing list of bodies in the solar system where organics have been found. Organic compounds 

have been found in certain meteorites as well as inferred from telescopic observations of several asteroids. Ceres shares 

many commonalities with meteorites rich in water and organics -- in particular, a meteorite group called carbonaceous 

chondrites. This discovery further strengthens the connection between Ceres, these meteorites and their parent bodies. 

"This is the first clear detection of organic molecules from orbit on a main belt body," said Maria Cristina De Sanctis, 

lead author of the study, based at the National Institute of Astrophysics, Rome. The discovery is reported in the journal 

Science. 

Data presented in the Science paper support the idea that the organic materials are native to Ceres. The carbonates and 
clays previously identified on Ceres provide evidence for chemical activity in the presence of water and heat. This raises 
the possibility that the organics were similarly processed in a warm water-rich environment. 

Chalk Up Another 

One for Dawn: 

Organics! 



Cassini Catches a Wave and Targets a Propeller! 

The Cassini probe will be ending its mission with a spectacular dive 

into Saturn’s atmosphere this September 15, at 5:07 am PDT.  

Meanwhile, the nearly 20-year-old mission is giving us dazzling 

views of some of the remarkable features of the rings:  Edge waves, 

bending waves—and these strange features, called “propellers”.  

Gravitational interactions between the planet, the rings and the 

moons create these complex features. 

There’s nothing plane about this mission, though!  Expect even 

more beautiful results before Cassini makes its dramatic swan dive 

into Saturn, passing between the planet and the rings on its way 

down. 

 


